Over 100 titles focused on the oil and gas industries are available through ABI/INFORM. Most of these titles are also included in the subset ABI/INFORM Trade and Industry. Over 75 titles have ongoing full text including Oil & Gas Journal, Oil & Gas News, Oilweek and Petroleum Economist and reports on the oil & gas industry in key countries around the world from Business Monitor International and on oil from Petrosil. There are additional journals and reports which cover the petrochemicals industry – see the separate Subject Brief on Chemicals for more detail on this area. Some additional scholarly journals not included in ABI Inform are available as part of ProQuest Central, such as Journal of the American Oil Chemists’ Society, Oil and Energy Trends and Petroleum Accounting and Financial Management Journal.

Business Monitor International produces quarterly oil & gas reports on key countries and regions around the world, including Russia, Kuwait, Kazakhstan, Japan, China, Australia and South Korea. These provide overviews of regional and global markets, detailed analysis on the infrastructure, competitive landscape and major companies, business environment ratings, and 10-year forecasts generated using the best-practice techniques of time-series modelling. Petrosil reports on base oil, crude oil and other oil sectors with market intelligence, pricing and statistics.

The subject search/thesaurus and filter option on the Advanced Search Page allows users to find articles and reports on the oil and gas industry across all content in ABI/INFORM (and/or other subscribed databases). This opens up a wealth of additional material from other scholarly and trade journals, wire feeds and newspapers not specifically focused on oil and gas. For example, researchers can benefit from subject indexed articles from titles such as Business Week, Wall Street Journal, The Economist and Energy Policy.

- **Key trade publications:** Oil & Gas Journal, Oil & Gas News, Oilweek and Petroleum Economist and more

- **Key scholarly journals (ProQuest Central):** Journal of the American Oil Chemists’ Society, Oil and Energy Trends and Petroleum Accounting and Financial Management Journal

- **Non-periodical content highlights:** Business Monitor International reports on the oil and gas industries for over 50 countries; Base Oil Report, Crude Station and other Petrosil reports

For additional information about training materials:
http://proquest.libguides.com/ABI